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Abstract—Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have attracted
growing interest in the last decade as an infrastructure to
support a diversity of ubiquitous computing and cyber-physical
systems. However, most research work has focused on protocols
or on specific applications. As a result, there remains a clear
lack of effective, feasible and usable system architectures that
address both functional and non-functional requirements in
an integrated fashion. In this paper, we outline the EMMON
system architecture for large-scale, dense, real-time embedded
monitoring. EMMON provides a hierarchical communication
architecture together with integrated middleware and command
and control software. It has been designed to use standard
commercially-available technologies, while maintaining as much
flexibility as possible to meet specific applications requirements.
The EMMON architecture has been validated through extensive
simulation and experimental evaluation, including a 300+ node
test-bed, which is, to the best of our knowledge, the largest singlesite WSN test-bed in Europe to date.
Index Terms—WSN; large-scale; real-time.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) have emerged as an
infrastructure to support new classes of large-scale and dense
networked embedded systems. While in the last decade there
has been a plethora of scientific publications on WSNs, the
vast majority focuses on protocols and algorithms and only a
few papers report on real(istic) applications [1].
The scarcity of WSN deployments may be attributed to a
combination of the following facts: (i) WSN technology is still
extremely expensive for large-scale systems, contradicting the
“less than 1$ per node” vision at the beginning of the ’90s;
(ii) WSN technology is limited and unreliable, mostly because
of low-cost and low-power radios operating in highly-crowded
ISM bands; (iii) difficulties in finding applications where the
resulting cost/benefit ratio motivates investments; (iv) lack of
complete and ready-to-use system architectures, able to fulfill
both functional and non-functional requirements.
EMMON [2] is an ARTEMIS industry-driven project that
develops a WSN system architecture aiming at overcoming
some of the previously mentioned impairments, targeting
large-scale and dense real-time monitoring applications. It
aims to fulfill Quality–of–Service (QoS) requirements in an

integrated fashion, considering scalability, timeliness, reliability and energy-efficiency, thereby supporting applications from
a wide range of domains [3], such as data centers [4] and
infrastructures monitoring [5].
Several relevant work on WSN systems supported by working prototypes are present in literature [4], [6]–[8] and in the
scope of research projects [9]–[11]. However, none of them
fulfills all requirements for large-scale and dense real-time
monitoring [12]. In this context, the proposed EMMON system
architecture advances the state of the art by combining the
following aspects: (i) all system components are encompassed,
from a Command and Control (C&C) user interface to the
sensors (Sections IV-VI); (ii) several QoS properties are
considered simultaneously: scalability, timeliness and energy–
efficiency; (iii) it is based on the most widely–used standard
and COTS technologies for WSN1 , IEEE 802.15.4 and ZigBee [13], [14], but these technologies are augmented with
important add–ons, such as e.g., dynamically adaptable dutycycling and downstream geographical routing; (iv) the WSN
architecture is supported by a unique and complete framework,
for deployment planning, worst-case dimensioning, protocol
simulation, remote programming and network sniffing, whose
details are in [15]; (v) the baseline architecture has been
validated by extensive simulation and experimental evaluation,
including a 300+ node test-bed [2], which is the largest singlesite WSN test-bed in Europe to date.
Due to space constraints, this paper outlines the most
relevant aspects of the EMMON system architecture, therefore
the details of each component are not included. The remainder
of the paper is organized as follows. Section II illustrates
some of the most relevant work which served as the starting
point to design the EMMON system architecture, of which
Section III provides an overview. Sections IV-VI focus on the
communication and middleware architectures and the C&C
system, respectively. Section VII illustrates the results of a first
instantiation of EMMON (DEMMON1) on a physical test-bed
and assesses them against simulation and analytical models.
Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section VIII.
1 This

brings benefits to designers and increases the users confidence.

II. L ESSONS L EARNED AND D ESIGN A PPROACH
There is a plethora of solutions in the literature (a thorough
analysis of which was carried out in [12]) encompassing all
aspects of WSN–based systems ranging from networking protocols to algorithms design. We mostly focused on WSN systems and applications involving real–world deployments [4],
[6]–[10] in order to infer best practices that could be re–used
to design a complete WSN system architecture (EMMON).
A. Outline of Some Relevant Previous Work
ExScal [6] fielded a 1000+ node WSN with an ad-hoc
backbone network of 200+ 802.11-equipped devices, in a
1.3 km by 300 m remote area, for intrusion detection. This
project organized the biggest WSN deployment to date and
although it supports only a single application, its multi-tier
network architecture is relevant to EMMON. However, the
application targeted is quite different and a planned and regular
topology make the solutions adopted too specific.
VigilNet [7] was one of the major efforts in the community
to build an integrated WSN system for surveillance. Its goal
was to develop an operational self-organized WSN to provide
surveillance with a sentry-based power management scheme,
in order to achieve a minimum 3–6 month lifetime with current
hardware. Although not directly related to EMMON scenarios,
the energy-aware design methodology for large scale networks
used has actually inspired part of our design.
Tenet [8] investigates WSN application development simplification and software reuse. The proposed architecture is
tiered, consisting of motes in the lower tier and relatively
unconstrained platform nodes in the upper tier. Tenet supports
only 2 tiers and this limits its scalability, as it assumes that no
processing is performed at the lower tier. EMMON extends
this view to multi-tier and supports processing at each tier.
RACNet [4] aims at using WSN for improving energy–
efficiency in data centers with a working prototype system
of almost 700 nodes. The most interesting aspect of RACNet
is that it proposes a solution to maintain robust data collection
trees rooted at the network’s gateways. It builds upon the IEEE
802.15.4 protocol and includes an analysis of its co–existence
with other technologies, such as WiFi, sharing the same
band. EMMON opts for a similar approach, but instead of
implementing token–based communication among the nodes,
it allows for a more structured network coordination of clusters
of nodes, focusing on guaranteeing a given level of QoS.
e–SENSE [9] provided heterogeneous WSN solutions to
enable context capture for ambient intelligence. Three classes
of applications were investigated: (a) body sensor network
applications, (b) WSNs applications with and (c) without localization. The network architecture comprises various possible
instantiations of mesh WSNs connected via gateways to a
core network, e.g., a cellular network. While three different
instantiations were presented, this project does not provide a
fully–implemented unified architecture and does not address
scalability, as EMMON does.
The WASP project [10] aimed at developing a generic and
portable programming model, moving from the evaluation of

existing communication and security protocols, and operating
systems. Beyond some differences on technical aspects (i.e.,
WASP uses a beacon–less MAC protocol), similarly to EMMON, the overall goal of this project was to make WSNs
really usable. However, WASP’s approach is to build on a set
of proprietary HW/SW solutions, while EMMON strategically
leverages standard and COTS technologies.
COMMON-Sense Net [11] consists of a wireless network
of ground-sensors for agricultural management in rural semiarid areas. Sensors periodically measure the soil water content
and send it over multi-hop to a centralized processing unit,
where data fusion is performed. As in EMMON, the network
architecture is clustered and multi-tier. However, at the WSN–
tiers proprietary solutions were used without in-network aggregation. As a consequence, the available results show a very
limited network lifetime of only a couple of weeks.
B. Design Guidelines
Moving from the exhaustive analysis of existing technologies and related work available in [12] and from our own
experience, the best practices to be applied to the EMMON
architecture design are as follows. (i) Keep it simple: simple
solutions are easier to handle and debug. Interacting with
end-users helps identifying the appropriate requirements, often
leading to a reduction of the complexity. E.g., it is useless to
design complex congestion control algorithms if the congestion probability is negligible. Nevertheless, it is worthwhile to
stress that “simple” doesn’t mean “trivial”: finding the simplest
solution to achieve a goal might be a complex task itself!
(ii) Modular design: proceeding by steps in a modular design
approach is of paramount importance. Only the most basic
system’s features should be included in the first phase of the
design cycle and their correctness evaluated through analytical
and simulation models, as well as experimental validation.
(iii) Embed tests in the design cycles: extensive tests using
a test-bed should be included in the design refinement cycles
(test-it-fix-it). Many properties and problems appear only in
real-world deployments [16]; therefore, it is paramount to
deploy the test-bed in an environment that exhibits similar
conditions as the final deployment, as well as tuning consistent simulation models. (iv) Interoperability matters: for
example, the best Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol
may not fit with the best routing protocol; therefore, assessing
the interoperability between technologies is fundamental to
evaluate the adequacy of each of them in the system frame.
(v) Technical maturity: in engineering projects, choosing mature technologies, extensively used by the community, is the
key for the success. (vi) Availability of expertise: achieving
interoperability among components requires a huge effort.
Hence, it is often preferred to use technologies for which
knowledge is available within the design team. (vii) QoS provision: predictable resource guarantees are achieved through
network models such as cluster-tree, rather than mesh–like.
These network models rely on the use of contention–free MAC
(e.g., TDMA or token passing) and tree–routing protocols as
well as the possibility to reserve end-to-end resources.

Fig. 1. EMMON High Level Multi–Tiered Hierarchical System Architecture.

III. EMMON S YSTEM A RCHITECTURE
The main goal of EMMON is to provide an architecture
for WSN systems that is scalable. The term “scale” applies
to the number (fewer or more nodes in the overall system),
the spatial density (number of nodes in a restricted region),
or the size of the geographical region covered. The ability
of a WSN system to easily/transparently adapt itself with no
or negligible degradation of overall system performance2 to
dynamic changes in scale is named “scalability” [17].
By applying the best practices described in Section II,
building on the alternatives identified in [12] and to cope
with scalability issues while addressing QoS requirements, our
approach is to “divide et impera”, i.e., to adopt a hierarchical,
multi–tier network architecture as sketched in Fig. 13 . Furthermore, following from extensive consultation with experts
from a wide number of fields [3], EMMON adopts a fully
geographical approach: users specify the area from which they
want data, as opposed to the nodes that should be queried.
Its main characteristics are summarized in the following and
detailed in Sections IV–VI.
(i) The synchronized version of IEEE 802.15.4 is used at
the lowest tiers. By dividing the time into active and sleep
periods, this MAC helps to achieve the goals of timeliness,
time synchronization and lifetime. Nodes are synchronously
active or sleeping, with a dynamically adaptable duty–cycle.
This enables to find the best delay/throughput vs. energy trade–
off. Both best–effort (CSMA/CA, during the CAP) and real–
time (GTS, during the CFP) traffic classes are supported.
(ii) WSN nodes are organized into a ZigBee–based Cluster–
Tree network model [18], rooted at a gateway playing the role
of the sink. A cluster–tree is a hierarchical architecture per-se.
However, to avoid collisions between clusters, while meeting
end–to–end deadlines of time-bounded data flows, clusters’
active portions are scheduled in a non-overlapping fashion
using the Time Division Cluster Scheduling (TDCS) [18].
2 End–to–end

delay, throughput, security, reliability and lifetime.
on the Portable Device as an optional element at Tier-2.b are out
of scope of this paper.
3 Details

(iii) Assuming the Cskip–based Distributed Address Assignment Mechanism (DAAM) [19], for the upstream flows
we adopt the tree-based convergecast model: this means that
routing has negligible memory footprint and processing delay,
since it does not need tables. For the downstream flows, tables
are not needed either, since an efficient geographical-based
routing is devised.
(iv) Data aggregation, sensor and data fusion mechanisms
are implemented at all levels of the architecture: (iv.a) on the
sensor nodes (SNs), by aggregating multiple readings taken
over time (temporal aggregation); (iv.b) on the cluster heads
(CHs), by aggregating multiple readings coming from different
sensors or children CHs (spatial aggregation); (iv.c) on the
gateway (GW), where sensor fusion is done by considering
multiple reports coming from the CHs; (iv.d) on the C&C,
where correlation of the incoming sensor reports with other
available data (e.g., current car traffic conditions in air-quality
monitoring) are enabled.
(v) A novel EMMON–specific middleware (Section V) runs
on all the elements of the system: it glues all the components
together, from the C&C clients to the SNs and greatly helps
in networking operations, thanks to its distribution of the
intelligence as low as possible in the network’s tiers.
(vi) The EMMON C&C subsystem is the interface for endusers (Section VI). It is composed by a Server which leverages
on the middleware to bridge the WSN with a user-friendly
graphical interface on the Clients.
IV. C OMMUNICATION P ROTOCOL A RCHITECTURE
The extensive analysis conducted in [12] and briefly summarized in Section II, constituted the starting point for the design
of an appropriate network architecture that achieves efficiency
in large scale and dense WSNs. In particular, according to
the guidelines listed in Section II-B, a number of alternative
technologies was evaluated, and the output was that such
efficiency is achievable if: (1) the network architecture is
multi–tier and (2) the widely used IEEE 802.15.4 standard
is adopted as short–range communication protocol.
While the adoption of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard is a
natural choice, the use of a multi–tier architecture raises a
number of challenges. In particular, although considered by far
the best network design approach for the purpose, thanks to the
flexibility it offers, two issues must be tackled: (i) how many
tiers and how many communication technologies should be
used, and (ii) what kind of nodes are the most appropriate for
each tier (e.g., in terms of energy and computation resources).
A. Design Choices
In order to achieve scalability and QoS, while maintaining
a low level of complexity in the network, several assumptions
were made. At the higher tiers, IP is used as the base networking protocol and our architecture supports the case where
gateways, equipped with e.g., WiFi or 3G radios, constitute a
backbone (ad hoc) network or can communicate directly with
a remote C&C server over Internet (Fig. 1). At the lowest
tiers we assume a clustered WSN architecture, since clusters:

(i) help localize routes and reduce the size of the routing table,
(ii) conserve bandwidth and prolong battery life through duty
cycling and (iii) result in a reduction in coverage redundancy,
medium access collisions, transmission range and/or number
of hops required to reach the sink [20].
While the random node deployment paradigm is appealing
for large–scale WSNs due to its inherent low deployment
costs, if nodes are randomly scattered some of them might
be unreachable or have to use a very high transmission power
to maintain network connectivity, resulting in faster battery
exhaustion. Hence, EMMON assumes some control over node
deployment; in particular CHs are assumed to be placed in
order to maximize the network connectivity. The system also
relies on nodes being position–aware: either they know their
own position pre-run-time (e.g., as a parameter configured at
deployment time, as in [7]), or they can estimate it [21].
Finally, given the type of applications targeted by EMMON
and since no end-user typically expressed requirements for
peer–to–peer communication [3], horizontal data flows are
not supported. Therefore, EMMON only supports communication from nodes to the C&C (i.e., upward flow), to send
measurements reports and alarms notifications, and from the
C&C to nodes (i.e., downward flow), for disseminating user–
defined operations, network management commands or to
reconfigure/reprogram at run–time group of nodes.

Fig. 2. TDCS: the active portion of a cluster is scheduled during the inactive
portion of all others. TDCS allows for defining an upper bound on the allowed
number of clusters (Γ) and related duty cycles (DC)

B. Multi–tiered Architecture
Given the above design choices, the resulting EMMON
architecture is as sketched in Fig. 1. Tier–0 consists of simple
wireless sensor nodes, performing sensing tasks and delivering
data to the devices at the upper tier in the hierarchy using
the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol. They are cheap enough to be
deployed in large quantities, therefore, we assume they have
very limited computational, memory and energy capabilities.
Several SNs are grouped to form a WSN Cluster at Tier–1 in a
star topology, where a Cluster Head is responsible for cluster
management and data aggregation. CHs may be slightly more
powerful than ordinary sensor nodes in terms of computational
and storage capabilities. Multiple CHs are grouped to form a
WSN Patch at Tier–2, where a fixed gateway is present. GWs
have the highest computational capabilities in the WSN and
have IP-based communication capabilities to reach a remote
C&C Server at Tier–N, as well as unlimited energy supply.
A WSN Patch adopts a Cluster–Tree model, with the GW
as root and the SNs as leaves. As discussed in Section III, the
synchronous version of the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol was chosen
and the TDCS algorithm is used to preserve the coordination.
This mechanism involves the definition of the Start Time
values of the MAC protocol, such that the active portions of
each cluster are interleaved during the inactive portion of all
the others sharing the same collision domain, as in Fig. 2.
Finally, saying that inter-clusters collisions are avoided
using time-division means that we have implicitly assumed
that every nodes belonging to a WSN Patch operate on
the same radio channel. A frequency–division approach is
then exploited to minimize inter-patches collision probability.

Fig. 3. Cluster Tree of a WSN Patch. Continuous line indicates Parent–
Child relations; dashed line stresses that deployment planning should allow
for a child to have multiple alternative candidate parents.

Similarly to [4], in EMMON we assume that neighbor (or
even overlapping) WSN Patches use distinct radio channels,
while channel re–use is allowed for any pairs of WSN Patches
distant enough from each other [15].
C. Networking
Since IP is assumed in the higher tiers, networking in
EMMON means specifying how the nodes within a WSN
Patch organize themselves into the Cluster-Tree model.
Recalling the assumption to have control on the CHs placement to maximize network connectivity4 , at network setup,
only the GWs send beacons, while SNs and CHs scan the
medium. When a CH receives GW beacons, it starts the
association with the parent, as SNs do. Once associated, the
CH asks for an appropriate time offset (computed by the
GW, where the TDCS algorithm runs) for transmitting its own
beacons and iteratively enabling other SNs and CHs to join
the network upon a successful association phase.
Bearing in mind that (i) multipoint–to–point (upward) and
point–to–multipoint (downward) are the only data flows within
4 We

have developed a tool to help assessing network coverage [15].

a WSN Patch, (ii) the Cskip–based DAAM is used and (iii) assuming that the GW uses a default local address (0x0000), the
upward flows are reduced to the simplest convergecast routing
along the tree, with the intermediate CHs that can optionally
intercept the packets in transit for in–network aggregation.
Since nodes know their position, downward flows rely
on a geo-routing mechanism devised to disseminate queries,
commands or (re-)configurations. When a SN associates with a
parent, it sends its own position, so that the parent can compute
its Served Area (SA)5 . A child CH is then able to send the
computed SA to its parent CH.
After the WSN Patch is setup, the GW and every CH
know their SA. In particular, the GW communicates it to
the C&C, where an association (IPGW , SAGW ) is recorded.
When a user wants to set an operation to query/monitor a
given geographical region, he defines a monitoring object by
selecting the region of interest on a map (Section VI) and the
underlying middleware builds a packet containing this Queried
Area (QA), as exemplified in Fig. 3. The QA is used as a geo–
based addressing mechanism: the packet is first sent over the
IP network to those GWs for which the SA is (even partially)
overlapping with the QA; then, once the message reaches a
GW, it is forwarded towards all the nodes belonging to the
QA, through broadcast messages: at the first step the message
reaches all the GW’s children. If the node receiving this packet
is a SN, it checks whether it belongs to the QA or not, and
fetches the packet or simply discards it, accordingly. If the
node is a CH, it checks whether its SA is (even partially)
overlapping with the QA: if it is the case, it broadcasts the
packet downward, otherwise it simply discards it. The process
is then iterated at every hop until the packet reaches the leaves
of the tree or is discarded en route.
V. M IDDLEWARE
The EMMON architecture provides a middleware layer
(EMW) to facilitate the development of our target class of
applications. Due to the very–constrained nature of SNs, the
choice and implementation of the services that it provides must
be highly optimized. This section presents a brief overview
of EMW architecture: due to space requirements, a thorough
description of all components is out of scope.
The middleware was careful designed after consultation
with environmental monitoring experts from different fields [3]
to capture the functionalities that are required by them, thereby
enabling the middleware to optimize its internal mechanisms’
non–functional properties. In particular, EMW provides a fully
geographical data service, where users specify the area from
which they want data, as opposed to the nodes that should
be queried. Users can make use of three types of operations:
queries, reports, and alarms which provide data respectively
once-off, periodically and when a user-specified condition
is met. As a consequence, EMMON supports both periodic
reporting and event-driven applications.
5 For the sake of simplicity, the SA is defined as the bounding box which
encompasses all sensing–capable descendants

Fig. 4. EMW architecture: the lightly colored boxes are components from
other software layers. White boxes were implemented for DEMMON1.

The middleware spans all the tiers of the architecture defined
in Section III. The functionalities differ in every tier, with
many of them being implemented on several tiers, as can be
seen in the overall architecture (Fig. 4). Functionality placement is a challenging design decision due to two conflicting
principles. On one hand, since higher tiers are composed of
less resource–constrained nodes, most computation should be
performed at this level. On the other hand, placing intelligence
as low as possible in the network architecture decreases the
traffic volume, allows faster reaction to failures and enables
their containment, hence decreasing overall complexity - all
characteristics that enhance scalability. The consequences of
both these principles need to be weighted carefully. For
example, data aggregation is performed at every tier (and even
within tiers, for example at every hop in the cluster head tree),
because of its potential to reduce traffic volumes significantly.
VI. C OMMAND AND C ONTROL (C&C)
The EMMON C&C is the most visible part of the system.
It aims at allowing monitoring of a (large) number of sensors
and provide all the functionalities available in the WSN to
end-users. For that, it is composed of two main components:
the Server and the Clients.
The C&C Server is responsible for interacting with the
WSN, storing the measurements into a local repository and
making them available to the C&C Clients. It also includes a
middleware component that implements the middleware API
used to interact with the WSN. C&C Clients are the end points
of the system, showing (visually) the WSN data and providing
functionality to interact with the WSN. Unlike traditional
software, the EMMON C&C Clients do not interact with each
sensor individually, but with monitoring objects (e.g., a room),
which can group several sensors (Fig. 5).
In the current prototype version of C&C Client in DEMMON1, the user can define simple monitoring objects by
drawing rectangles over a geo-referenced map querying the
desired information. This allows the visualization of realtime readings from the monitoring objects and corresponding
historical data through a chart and in a table.

TABLE I
WSN PATCH VALIDATION S ETUP
Parameter
Rm

Range
{2;3;4;5}

Γ

{5;17;21}

Σ

{5;10;15;20;24}

SO

4

Meaning
Number of children
CH per parent
Number of
Clusters
Number of children
SNs per parent
Superframe Order

Fig. 5. C&C Graphical User Interface: it allows to define the monitoring
areas for querying real–time sensor measurements and see the historical data.

VII. VALIDATION
This section illustrates the results of both simulation and
experimental campaigns to jointly validate the EMMON architecture and to investigate its performance and scalability
limits. The toolset used for obtaining these results is described
in [15]: it is an integrated framework composed by MATLAB
scripts [18], an OPNET simulator [22] and programming and
debugging tools to run the experiments over a physical testbed.
A. Setup
EMMON’s performances have been evaluated by focusing
on the WSN Patch level, i.e., the portion of the network
below the gateway (as this is the most challenging aspect).
Several scenarios were identified as all the combinations of
the parameters in Table I, generating 60 different network
topologies with maximum depth6 (Lm ) ranging from 2 to 5
and total number of nodes in a single WSN Patch ranging
from 25 to 501.
In all the scenarios, the nodes generate and send to their
parent a report of maximum, minimum and average values for
the measurements available from h = 3 sensors every T = 2
seconds. Packets have a maximum size of P = 137 bytes.
For testing purposes, both best–effort (BE) and real–time (RT)
traffic classes7 are generated with the same packet generation
ratio. BE is used for periodic reports, while RT accounts for
alarm notifications. EMMON assumes that only CHs generate
RT traffic: this reflects that only CHs should reliably trigger
alarm notifications, by filtering out noisy SNs readings.
Assumed that (i) the size of the collision domain is as large
as the WSN Patch size, i.e., every node can interfere with each
other and (ii) that every cluster in a WSN Patch has the same
value of the couple (BO, SO), as in Fig. 2, the Beacon Order
(BO) has been computed by our scheduler for each scenario
of Table I in order to fit with the number of clusters (Γ). As
a consequence, BO ranges between 7 and 9.
In this paper, we consider as performance indices the end–
to–end (e2e) delay for BE (e2e-BE) and RT (e2e-RT) and
the packet loss ratio. Other available figures (e.g., energy
consumptions) are not shown here due to space constraints.
6 Maximum
7 BE

number of hops between a SN and the GW.
uses the CAP of an IEEE 802.15.4 superframe, while RT its CFP.

Fig. 6. DEMMON1 Deployment – 300+ nodes divided into 3 WSN Patches
(ISEP, Porto, Portugal).

Simulation results have been compared with our DEMMON1 physical deployment (Fig. 6). 303 TelosB nodes were
organized into 3 WSN Patches of up to 101 nodes each, with
the possibility of defining different topologies by programming
the nodes over a USB tree using our toolset. The GWs
communicated via wired LAN to a host PC running the
C&C server. The WSN Patches simultaneously operated in
three distinct frequency channels, namely ch.15, ch.25 and
ch.26, chosen as they are less prone to the actual external
interference, as described in [23] and validated in [4]. This was
confirmed by a pre–deployment analysis of the interference in
the deployment site.
Sensors were queried for reports according to the setup in
Table I and using the C&C (Fig. 5). The traffic was monitored
through protocol analyzers, i.e., some sniffer tools, to compute
the statistics for the e2e delay. As a final note: while RT traffic
performance has been assessed through simulation and theoretical analysis, BE traffic has been generated in this experimental
testbed and results validated against the numerical ones.
B. Results
Table II shows an excerpt of the network performance
results. In particular, a subset of all the scenarios is presented
with an increasing level of network complexity, enabling
the comparison between simulation and experimental results
for the e2e-BE delay, as well as between simulation and
theoretical worst case analysis [22] for the e2e-RT. Table II
also shows the packet loss ratio for BE traffic: these values
account for the number of packets whose sending failed after
three retransmissions. Thanks to our design and setup choices
(i.e., to assign GTS slots to CH children only), RT traffic
experienced no packet loss.

TABLE II
E XCERPT OF RESULTS FROM THE CAMPAIGN DEFINED IN TAB . I: SIMULATION , WORST– CASE AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS .

Fig. 7. e2e-BE delay of the WSN Patches – Simulation vs. experimental
results (average and standard deviation).

Although experimental results are only available for scenarios with up to 101 nodes, i.e., the maximum dimension of a
single WSN Patch in DEMMON1, from Table II the following
conclusions can be drawn: (i) the statistics of the e2e-BE delay
match the experimental ones; (ii) the analytical tool for worst
case dimensioning gives a good upper bound for the maximum
e2e-RT delay; (iii) as expected, while the statistics of e2eRT delay are not influenced by the clusters’ size (Σ), for
e2e-BE delay the impact of a more crowded network quickly
becomes not negligible; (iv) by looking at the scenarios with
Γ = 17 and by averaging over Σ, a topology with a wider
(Rm = 5, Lm = 3) rather than a deeper (Rm = 2, Lm = 5)
tree shows gains in the e2e-BE and e2e-RT delays of almost
68.2% and 66.2%, respectively with a negligible difference in
terms of packet loss. Overall, these results highlight that the
EMMON network architecture scales well with the number of
nodes in a WSN Patch.
In Fig. 7 the e2e-BE delay is expressed as a function of
Lm and computed as a per-packet flow basis, for all the
available simulation and experimental results. Since the beacon
order changes among the different scenarios, for the sake of
comparison, the e2e delay values are normalized to the Beacon
Interval (BI), instead of being expressed as absolute values
in seconds (as in Table II). The most important result of
this figure is the good match between the two curves, which
clearly validates the simulation model. Then, it can be used
to effectively prove the scalability of the system, beyond the

Fig. 8. E2E Delay of the WSN Patches – Simulation results (average and
standard deviation).

Fig. 9. CAP Packet Loss – Simulation results. A packet is lost when the
sender fails three retransmissions.

DEMMON1 limits.
Fig. 8 shows the results of the simulations taking into
account all the 60 scenarios. The e2e delay trends are shown
as a function of Lm for the two traffic classes considered.
As it is evident, e2e delays grow as the depth increases, but
this growth is linear, i.e., there are no significant performance
degradations. Once again, since the e2e-BE delay is affected
by the cluster size, it is confirmed that RT outperforms BE as
soon as the network becomes more crowded.
The advantage of RT with respect to BE traffic is confirmed
by Fig. 9, where the percentage of packet dropped in CAP
periods is shown with respect to Σ. Each point is an average
among all the simulated scenarios. While no packet losses

were experimented ever for RT, due to our design choices,
BE’s packet loss grows as the WSN Patch becomes more
crowded, since CAP slots become shared among a growing
number of nodes. Nevertheless, the maximum packet loss is
less than 14% in the largest simulated networks (Table II).
VIII. C ONCLUSION
This paper outlined the EMMON system architecture for
large-scale, dense and real-time embedded monitoring. This
hierarchical architecture combines hardware platforms, communication protocols, middleware and C&C components, designed to encompass both functional and non-functional properties and to meet specific application requirements, while
keeping as much flexibility as possible. Design guidelines and
best practices were inferred from an exhaustive literature analysis, previous real-world deployments and our own expertise.
We tested the EMMON baseline system architecture through
extensive simulation as well as experimental evaluation, proving its feasibility and scalability. DEMMON1, the first EMMON demonstrator, is a 300+ nodes test-bed: the largest
single-site WSN test-bed in Europe to date.
Ongoing work includes the instantiation of this architecture
in several application scenarios, by adapting and fine-tuning
some of its parameters, namely for structural health monitoring, energy efficient management in data centers and inbuilding environmental monitoring.
Overall, we believe that EMMON will foster and ease the
design of WSN applications.
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